IB REVISION
A great revision course makes a student’s life
easier at a very stressful time, and greatly
improves their chances of getting into the
university of their choice.

Features of a great revision course
The best IB teachers in schools will tell you that a short, intense revision course, with another great IB teacher, is invaluable.
A fresh voice, with new ways of explaining the material, taking students through the key elements that they find challenging,
can bring a new clarity and confidence in subjects at just the right time to support final grades. Different classmates and
a new environment generate energy and motivation.

Experienced
IB Teachers

IB Revision
Specialists

Meeting
Individual Needs

You need an experienced IB teacher
who is up-to-date with teaching and
examining their subject. They will
be familiar with the latest syllabus
changes, the types of exam questions
the IB are currently asking, and the
latest expectations of the examiners.
And you need someone who has taught
students across a range of abilities,
and understands what they find
challenging.

You need an IB teacher who has
become a revision specialist, having
developed effective and flexible
approaches and materials over years
of revision experience. They can
confidently lead a group of students
from different schools with different
challenges and grade expectations to
improve their outcomes.

You need a carefully crafted programme
for each student. The daily timetable
must support intensive study. Class
content should be based on student
questionnaires, and then adapted as
questions arise during the class. There
is a huge benefit when students are
streamed by grade. And as student
needs are so diverse, even the best
teachers should be supported by an
experienced IB Director.

About Oxford Study Courses
OSC is trusted by IB schools and teachers across the world to provide
supplementary support for their students. Founded in 1990 by an IB
teacher, OSC is still run by the founder’s daughter, Kim Polgreen, with
the same commitment to quality, and to the IB philosophy itself. The
OSC team is passionate about promoting international and communitymindedness through education.

Our Teacher Facts
200 IB teachers
93% are IB examiners
3000 years combined IB teaching experience
New teachers go through a stringent
recruitment and mentoring process
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OSC Oxford – OSC’s Premium Revision Course
Our Oxford course gives students a unique opportunity to live and
work in the beautiful and inspiring Oxford University Colleges.

Subjects streamed by grade
23 subjects available
Attend for up to 6 subjects
History classes streamed by options
Overseen by an experienced IB Director
Supervised accommodation with welfare team
in case of illness or stress

OSC Revision Centres
While it is impossible to match all the features of the
huge Oxford course in smaller events, our amazing
teaching team also delivers highly effective revision
courses in the locations below. We can help you find
local accommodation if necessary.
LONDON | BRUSSELS | MUNICH | ROME
DUBAI | SYDNEY | MELBOURNE | ADELAIDE
YOUR SCHOOL*

Streaming classes by grade means that high flyers can focus on
squeezing the last possible marks out of their exam answers,
while those who are struggling more can be supported to find the
most achievable marks in each exam question.
Being immersed in a calm but focussed atmosphere with
hundreds of other IB students in the same situation brings out the
best in every individual.

All revision courses feature:
14 or 17.5 hours of teaching per subject

99%

SUCCESS
RATE*

Small classes of up to 10 students
Separate HL & SL classes
Total immersion in one subject at a time
2 hours of set and reviewed homework per evening
Pre-course questionnaire that identifies students’ needs
Class notes available via online resource centre
Students are never put with a teacher from their own school

*OSC runs private revision courses by invitation at
individual schools. Timings and offerings are bespoke to
the requirements of the school.

OSC is dedicated to high-quality teaching. To achieve this, we look after
and pay our teachers properly. We keep our other costs down as far as
possible in order to give you the best achievable price.

*99% of OSC students believe their grades will improve having attended an OSC IB Revision Course.

“I really feel the urge to congratulate the
teachers on their work of these 5 days.
My son left home stressed, with no selfconfidence, doubting if at all he would be
able to pass the exams. He came back full
of enthusiasm, motivated, full of praise
of his teachers, suddenly full of energy.
What did you do to him?! Since then he is
working day and night and I am sure he
will pass well! Thank you!”
OSC PARENT, 2017
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